In this paper, the performance of L1 adaptive control laws is investigated in the presence of aircraft actuator failures and atmospheric turbulence. L1 adaptive control is combined with a linear type controller and a nonlinear dynamic inversion-based outer/inner loop controller. Specific evaluation metrics are defined in terms of trajectory tracking errors and control activity during autonomous flight. Several types of trajectories with different levels of complexity are considered in this research effort. The West Virginia University unmanned aerial vehicle simulation environment is used in this analysis. The results show that the adaptive augmentation improves the tracking performance of the vehicle at nominal conditions and under a variety of abnormal flight conditions. 
Nomenclature

Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been extensively used in the past years for the development of nonlinear control schemes for "conventional" aircraft guidance, navigation, and control systems (Anon., 2009; Anon., 2010) . However, since these systems provide an inexpensive, safe and efficient in-flight experimental environment for manned aircraft flight control system, the use of UAVs is even more appropriate for the evaluation of control schemes for upset conditions and in general, health management. The increased complexity of missions, the integration within the national airspace and high levels of autonomy require current and future UAV designs to become progressively more sophisticated and complex (Perhinschi et al., 2010a) . Such requirements need the support of adequate and advanced adaptive control tools at all levels and phases.
Adaptive flight control system and reconfiguration refers to the capability of the system to perform "intelligent" assessment, decide on the continuation of the mission, stabilize the damaged aircraft, and/or compensate for the upset flight condition. The accommodation of the upset condition involves increasing operator situational awareness and taking automatic control actions to eliminate or mitigate failure effects such that the best possible scenario is achieved: accomplish the mission at a nominal level of performance; accomplish the mission with minimum penalty on the performance level; abort the mission and return to base; or abort the mission and direct aircraft to an area for minimum damage landing. In the past years, different efforts and resources have been invested towards the design and development of fault tolerant control systems with the level of performance required for such missions. For example, a popular methodology that has been proposed by researchers to cope with the nonlinear and time varying nature of the flight systems is the feedback based gain scheduling (Shahruz et al., 1992; Rugh et al., 1994) . This method uses a set of previously designed linear controllers, each satisfying some robustness and performance criteria for a specific flight operating point. However, the limitation of such a control scheme is that it requires high accuracy of the aerodynamic data in order to achieve the desired performance along with the extensive time that must be invested during the design process. Another methodology that has been commonly studied over the past 30 years is feedback linearization. This method, also known as non-linear dynamic inversion (NLDI) (Ito et al., 2001) , allows the calculation of the nonlinear control signal from an inverse transformation. Assuming a high fidelity plant model, the cancelation of nonlinearities within the transformation can be guaranteed. However, since the system parameters are not always exactly known and the plant inversion is not perfect, NLDI may imply performance degradation. To cope with these imperfections, NLDI control methods have also been augmented with other adaptive bio-inspired elements such as neural networks (Sharma et al., 2000) and immunity-based mechanisms (Moncayo et al., 2012a) . For the second configuration, recent results have successfully shown that the adaptive immune response overcomes the potential performance degradations.
Another traditional adaptive control architecture, Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC), has been widely used (Åström et al., 2008; Anderson et al., 2008) . One important characteristic of MRAC is the possibility for rigorous stability proofs (Lavretsky., 2007) and the time-diminishing error on the tracking of a reference model. These features enable the use of MRAC on many aeronautical applications (Sharma., 2000) . To insure robustness of the MRAC schemes, different modifications have been suggested. Dead-zone modification was proposed for avoiding the parameter-drift phenomena when small tracking errors are reached and the projection-operator modification limits the excursions of the adapting parameters (Nguyen et al., 2008; Petros et al., 1996) . However, the main drawback is that MRAC can be particularly susceptible to time delays giving large transients and slow convergence (Anderson et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2008) . The tendency to excite a high-frequency oscillatory response in the control input with increased adaptation rate will limit the adaptation rate to small values and consequently imposing a practical limit on the speed of convergence (Nguyen et al., 2008 ). An altered version of MRAC, termed L1 adaptive control, has been developed to address these issues and offer a more complete adaptive solution (Cao et al., 2006a; Cao et al., 2006b; Wang et al., 2008; Cao et al., 2008a; Cao et al., 2008b) . The main advantage of L1 adaptive control over other adaptive control algorithms is that L1 cleanly separates performance and robustness. The inclusion of a low-pass filter not only guarantees a bandwidth-limited control signal, but also allows for an arbitrarily high adaptation rate limited only by available computational resources. L1 adaptive control theory's systematic design procedures also significantly reduce the tuning effort required to achieve desired closed-loop performance, particularly while operating in the presence of uncertainties and failures.
The work presented in this paper proposes the design of a new adaptive flight control configuration for UAV applications that takes the main advantages of L1-control to enhance the performance of a linear and non-linear controller, the second one based on an extended version of a NLDI control laws technique, referred in this paper as ENLDI. The design process for an adaptive-augmented control scheme involves the use of baseline gains. The design of these gains, which are independent from the adaptive control design, must assure performances and stability of the plant in nominal conditions. The advantage of having an adaptation scheme, the L1-control, that updates static gains provided by the linear and non-linear controllers, resides in the theoretical and practical robustness of baseline system. In the past years, different configurations of the dynamic inversion approach have been proposed (Moncayo et al., 2012b; Campa et al., 2005; Chiaramonti et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2009; Campbell et al., 2010) . Campa et al., 2005 , for example, used an outer/inner loop architecture to design formation tracking control laws. While the inner-loop scheme was based on a linear control law, the outer loop scheme relied on the use of a non-linear dynamic inversion (NLDI)-based control to impose desired response. In this configuration, however, the outer loop may show poor robustness to some uncertainties since the inner linear loop could not be enough to recover the required level to cancel the nonlinearities. Some modeling error and component failures, for instance, may lead the aircraft to depart from nominal behavior. In such a case, the response of the aircraft using a linear inner loop could be unpredictable. In this paper, the robustness and adaptability characteristics of the L1-control technique are used to update static gains of the NLDI inner loop, and hence compensate and cancel the nonlinearities caused by uncertain conditions and disturbances encountered during autonomous flights.
Research efforts towards the design and development of advanced intelligent fault tolerance flight control systems are being performed by researchers at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University and West Virginia University. They include the implementation of advanced integrated and comprehensive frameworks to address the abnormal condition detection and compensate for unrecoverable post-failure flight conditions caused by extreme weather, damage, equipment malfunction and/or other unexpected nonlinearities (Moncayo et al., 2010; Moncayo et al., 2011a; Moncayo et al., 2011b; Moncayo et al., 2012a; Moncayo et al., 2012b; Perhinschi et al., 2010b; Perhinschi et al., 2011) . The results presented in this paper represent part of this collaborative effort where advanced algorithms are first designed and effectively verified through simulation under different possible flight conditions while guarantying a global stability, as preliminary steps for UAV in-flight demonstrations.
This paper is organized as follows. A brief description of the general architecture and geometric characteristics of the proposed control laws is provided in Section 2. In Section 3 and 4, the design and development of the L1-adaptive control technique and the NLDI based L1 control equations are presented, respectively, followed by a detailed performance analysis in Section 5. The general simulation environment along with the aircraft model at normal and abnormal conditions is described in Section 6. Example and simulation results illustrating the performance of the control laws are discussed in Section 7. Finally, some conclusions are summarized in Section 8 followed by acknowledgements and a bibliographical list.
General Architecture of the Control Laws
In this paper, a general control framework based on an inner/outer loop control architecture is used for the development of the proposed adaptive control configurations for autonomous flight. As shown in Fig 1. , this configuration is based on a minimization of forward, lateral and vertical distances with respect to a desired trajectory, while maintaining stability and adequate performance in the presence of sub-system failures.
Geometry of the Trajectory Tracking Problem
The trajectory variable calculation can be separated into two independent problems: a horizontalplane tracking problem and a vertical-plane tracking problem, as shown in Fig 2 . For the horizontal geometry, the pre-defined parameters are the forward distance error f and lateral distance error l, as defined in Fig 2. They can be calculated from position and velocity using the following relationships: (2) is (Campa et al., 2005) :
where V  is defined by: The relative forward and lateral speeds of the aircraft are defined as the time derivatives of the forward and lateral distance, respectively:
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This parameter has been considered zero in this study. Eqs. (5) and (6) can be written as:
For the vertical geometry, the vertical distance error h can be calculated as:
where the time derivative is given by:
Fig 2.Trajectory Tracking Flight Geometry
Linear Type Controller Based L1 Adaptive System
The development of the control laws starts with the creation of a linear model of the aircraft. In this paper, the WVU YF-22 research aircraft has been used (Campa et al., 2005) . A linear controller can be implemented as an outer controller (Fig 1. ) to produce the bank angle, throttle, and pitch angle commands that are necessary to compensate for lateral, forward, and vertical errors, respectively using the following equations:
Then, an L1-adaptive controller can be designed following the assumption of decoupled longitudinal and the lateral-directional aircraft dynamics. This can be designed as an inner-loop controller, in Fig 1. , to produce aileron, rudder, and elevator commands using the desired bank and pitch angles. This implies that the dynamics of the vehicle can be expressed by two different linear systems shown below:
In the state-space formulation above, the state-space vectors on the longitudinal and lateraldirectional plane are, respectively:
and the control input vectors are:
The longitudinal and lateral models with decoupled surfaces identified through a parallel aircraft Parameter Identification (PID) (Campa et al., 2005) effort are shown below: where δe is the deflection of the two stabilators in degrees, δal is the deflection of the ailerons and δr the deflection of the rudders. Details on the design of the L1-adaptive control law equations are presented in Section 3.
NLDI Based L1 Adaptive Control
Different from the previous configuration, the L1 adaptation will augment a non-linear baseline controller where the inner and outer loops in Fig 1. have been designed using dynamic inversion. In this case, the robustness and adaptation capabilities of the L1-controller will be used to enhance the performance of a NLDI based inner loop controller under different upset flight conditions. Details on these control laws and a description of the equations involved within the design process of this new configuration are presented in Section 4.
L1 Adaptive Control Laws Design
This section provides a description of the design process and implementation of L1 output feedback control, as an adaptive control augmentation system to enhance the performance of two control systems: a linear-based controller and an NLDI based extended version controller.
The goal of the tracking controller is to follow as closely as possible a reference signal, named r(t). Let's consider the following control structure (Cao et al., 2006) :
where uad(t) is the adaptive component, and Kx n   is the matrix of feedback gains that multiplies the state variables and renders:
where ACL is the closed loop matrix. Eq. 19 represents a reference model and corresponds to a closed-loop system with optimal feedback and feed forward gains. This model will be used for L1-design. Assuming for example θr as reference pitch attitude signal, the design of the controller can follow the lines of a classic linear quadratic regulator approach. The feedback gains are determined regulating the feedback states, thus finding the steady-state solution of the Algebraic Riccati Equation:
The values for Q and R have been found in this paper after few iterations. In general, the static feedback gain Kx leads to the following partially closed-loop system:
For the linearly parameterized system in Eq. 21, we can consider the state predictor as:
is the state of the predictor and n t   ) (  is the estimate of the parameter θ, governed by the following projection-type adaptive law (Cao et al., 2010) : 
where C(s) is a stable and strictly proper filter transfer function with DC gain C(0)=1, and its statespace realization assumes zero initialization. The feed forward gain, K g , is defined by:
The main elements of the L1 adaptive control architecture are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. 
Extended NLDI-based L1 Control Laws Design
The control problem can be modeled as a non-linear minimization problem in which the controller acts on the throttle, elevators, and ailerons/rudder commands to minimize the distance errors for horizontal and vertical directions with respect to a desired flight trajectory. Since trajectory dynamics are slower than the attitude dynamics of the aircraft, the control problem exhibits two time-scale characteristics. Thus the controller design can be divided into two general phases using an outer loop and an inner loop configuration. In this section, the design of these two controller loops based on non-linear dynamic inversion is discussed . Fig 2. represents the general control framework of the baseline control architecture using the trajectory variables described in the Eqs. 1 through 9.
NLDI Outer-Loop Controller
The outer loop has two components, a 'vertical' controller and a 'horizontal' controller. The vertical controller is calculated in such a way that the vertical distance error is minimized. It is implemented as a simple linear altitude control, as given by Eq. 26. Using the vertical distance and its rate of change as inputs, this controller provides the desired pitch angle θd which is then taken as a reference signal by the longitudinal inner controller:
(26) The lateral and forward controllers are calculated using the dynamic inversion approach. The inputs are given by the lateral and forward errors along with their time derivatives, and the outputs are the throttle δT and desired roll angle d  . From Eq. 7, the second derivatives are calculated as:
Using an expression for the aircraft forward translational acceleration equation (Campa et al., 2005) :
where D, Y, and T are the drag, side force, and thrust, respectively, m is the aircraft mass, g is the acceleration due to gravity, α, β, γ are the angle of attack, angle of sideslip, and flight path angle, respectively, with V V xy / cos   , q is the dynamic pressure, S is the wing area, and CD and CY are the dimensionless drag and side force coefficients. Assuming quasi-steady-state conditions with 0   , we obtain:
and for a linear variation of thrust with throttle:
where the constants T0 and KT are to be provided by the aircraft propulsion model. Assuming a coordinated turn condition:
where  is the aircraft heading angle and  is the roll angle. Also, assuming a steady wings-level or steady turning flight conditions for the virtual trajectory:
Eq. (27) becomes:
Since the (2x2) matrix relating inputs and second derivatives of the output from Eq. (34) is invertible, the resulting inverted relationship is given by:
By imposing α= α0, and β=0, the lateral NLDI control law is:
and the forward control law is:
The application of the control inputs from Eq. (20) and (21) to the system describe by Eq. (34) cancels the non-linearities, leading to the linear relationship:
which can be controlled with compensator-type linear control laws:
NLDI Inner-Loop Controller
In order to minimize undesirable disturbances and provide tracking capabilities while maintaining reasonable stability limits, an inner loop controller is implemented using non-linear dynamic inversion. In general, the non-linear aircraft dynamics can be expressed as:
where x is the n-dimensional state vector, f(x) and g(x) are n-dimensional non-linear vector functions, and u is the m-dimensional input vector. If ) ( 1 x g  exists, the input vector u can be determined from Eq. (24), and replacing x  and x with the pseudo input U (n-dimensional vector) and the desired state xd, respectively. A schematic block diagram of the dynamic inversion system is shown in Fig 5. A two-time-scale approach has been implemented as shown is Fig 6. A "fast mode" control in which the inverse system outputs are the aircraft commands, such as aileron, elevator and rudder deflections, while its inputs are fast-mode's commands concerned with roll rate p, pitch rate q, and yaw rate r. On the other hand, there is a "slow mode" control, in which the inverse system outputs corresponds to the fast-mode's commands, p, q, r, while the inputs are slowmode's commands concerned with pitch angle θ, bank angle Ф, and yaw angle ψ. 
As shown in Eq. (43), the proportional control is used in this study. However, notice that the outer NLDI controller does not provide as output the yaw angle ψ, so the third element in Eq. (27) could not be calculated. This is solved assuming a coordinated turn condition such that:
Inverse System (slow mode)
Inverse System (fast mode)
Aircraft dynamics 
In this case, the derivative of the yaw angle can be replaced with the pseudo control Uψ, and the roll angle with the desired angle d
Fast Mode System
The aerodynamic moments are expressed using the aerodynamic coefficients Cl, Cm, and Cn:
where S is the wing area, q the dynamic pressure, b the wingspan, and c the mean aerodynamic chord. Assuming X-Z as the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, the moments of inertia Ixy and Iyz can be considered zero. Then, the moment equation in component form can be written as: 
Solving Eq. (47) 
Organizing terms, the equation can be written as: As shown in Eq. (50), the proportional control is used once again. From Eq. (46), the aerodynamic rolling, pitching, and yawing moments coefficients (Cl, Cm, and Cn, respectively), are often approximated by affine functions in system states and inputs. 
Using Eq. (46) through (51), it is possible to find an expression for the aileron, elevator, and rudder deflections that are needed for the correct tracking control performance. The elevator deflection command δe can be obtained from the expression of the dynamic pitching moment in Eq. (51) (51) for the rolling and yawing moments, the following expressions are obtained:
Notice that all the terms in Eq. (54) a l r n a n r l a l a n r a l r n a n r l r n r l al
Since the throttle control has been implemented within the NLDI-based outer loop in the forward channel, the design of an inner control loop for this command is unnecessary.
L1-Adaptive Control Augmentation
The fast mode system in the inner loop controller, specifically the set of equations (50), generates pseudo-roll, pitch, and yaw commands (Up,Uq,Ur), which are then used to determine moment commands LAd,MAd,NAd, for which control effort can be determined. The L1-adaptive element in this case augments the pseudo-rates commands using feedback signals and reference commands for α, q and θ for longitudinal motion and β, p, r, and φ for lateral-directional motion. This configuration will allow the real-time adjustment of controller compensation and will ensure adequate tracking performance in the presence of upset condition. The complete inner loop showing the NLDI based controller with the L1-adaptive augmentation is shown in Figs 7 and 8. Inverse System (slow mode)
Performance Analysis
At the end of the simulation trial, a results structure is created which contains relevant in-flight measurements of the amount of trajectory error and the aircraft control surface activity. This data is used to calculate a total performance index (PI).
A series of performance metrics were formulated to assess the fitness of a given trajectory tracking algorithm. The performance metrics are used to grade two fundamental performance objectives.
The first goal of the trajectory tracking controllers is to follow a commanded path with as little error as possible. In quantifying the error, the three characteristics measured are the maximum, average, and standard deviation of the absolute error. To measure this, the actual and commanded positions are recorded and analyzed with respect to the XY-plane, the Z-axis, and the combined total error in the XYZ coordinate system. Using the error terms, nine trajectory tracking metrics can be then defined: average absolute tracking errors in the XY plane, maximum absolute tracking errors in the XY plane, and standard deviation of the absolute tracking errors in the XY plane. These same metrics are calculated for vertical and combined Euclidean distance errors. Using the trajectory tracking metrics, a trajectory tracking specific performance vector can be defined as:
It is important to note that while using this evaluation scheme, trajectory tracking is dependent on time; thus, even if an aircraft perfectly follows a path, it will still be penalized for not adhering to the commanded time.
The second goal for the trajectory tracking controllers is to generate commands which the aircraft is capable of following. As part of this constraint, the trajectory tracking controller should supply actuator commands which are gradual and do not cause the control surfaces to saturate for extended periods of time. As a measure of the gradualness of the commanded actuator signals, the integral of the absolute value of the rate of change of the signal are recorded. The saturation is measured as the percentage of time steps in which a given control surface is saturated. The following parameters can be defined as a measure of the control activity quality: integral of surface deflection rate of change and surface saturation index. Using these control activity metrics, a control activity specific performance vector can be defined as:
The trajectory tracking and control activity performance vectors were reduced into a simplified and meaningful metric. To accomplish this, a total performance index (PI) is developed as a weighted sum of the above described metrics. In order to do this, each of the components must be normalized.
A trajectory tracking PI can be calculated as a weighted average of the trajectory tracking performance vector. Each component is normalized from 0 to 1, with 0 corresponding to poor performance below a heuristically determined threshold, and 1 corresponding to perfect Hever Moncayo, Kiruthika Krishnamoorty, Brenton Wilburn, Jennifer Wilburn, Mario G. Perhinschi, and Brendon Lyons/ Journal of Modeling, Simulation, Identification, and Control (2013) Vol. 1 No. 4 pp. 137-163 153 performance. The weights are assigned for each of the parameters based upon subjective relative importance of each metric. This same approach is used to produce a PI for the control activity.
The trajectory tracking specific PI is defined as:
(58) The control activity specific PI is defined as: (59) Finally, a global trajectory tracking PI can be defined as a weighted sum of the trajectory tracking PI and the control activity PI:
Note that , , ̅ , ̅ , and TT w are normalization and desirability weights.
More details and extended description of the above developed equations can be found in Wilburn et al., 2013. 
WVU UAV Simulation Environment
A MATLAB/Simulink simulation environment was developed at WVU to facilitate the design and analysis of control laws for unmanned aerial systems. A modular design was implemented to provide flexibility for investigating different configurations of aircraft models, trajectory tracking controllers, and trajectory planners. The aircraft models have been designed to operate at nominal conditions as well as under several different abnormal conditions including locked control surfaces, sensor failures, and turbulence conditions. Many different trajectory planning and trajectory tracking controllers have been developed to be interchangeable with the different aircraft models. The different modules are designed as a library of selectable Simulink blocks for rapid aircraft reconfiguration. FlightGear, an open-source aircraft simulation application, has been interfaced with the simulation environment for visualization purposes. In addition to Simulink and FlightGear, separate software, referred to as UAVDashboard, has been developed for configuring flight mission environments and visualize the two dimensional actual flight path versus commanded path. The analysis in this paper was performed for the WVU YF-22 scale research aircraft. The simulation environment configured for pre-recorded trajectories, the position PID controller, and the YF-22 aircraft model can be seen below in 
Testing and Performance Analysis of the L1 Adaptive Control Laws
To demonstrate the functionality of the L1 adaptive control laws, a general example with a description of all steps is provided in this section. To accomplish this, a series of simulation tests were performed over a variety of flight scenarios at normal and abnormal conditions using the L1 adaptive ENLDI approach and L1 adaptive position PID developed in this paper as well as the original fixed parameter ENLDI approach and fixed Position PID for comparison.
Experimental Design for Control Laws Performance Analysis
All simulation tests were performed at one point in the flight envelope at a speed of 77.8 knots and an altitude of 1000 feet. The experimental design for this analysis considers as factors the commanded trajectory and the flight conditions. Four generic flight paths were considered within this analysis: a figure-8 (Fig 12a. ), an oval (Fig 12b.) , an obstacle avoidance path (Fig 12c. ) and 3D S turns (Fig 12d. ).
a. Figure- Each trajectory tracking algorithm was used to track the above depicted paths in response to nominal flight conditions, in addition to failure conditions of locked stabilator, locked aileron, and locked rudder. Excessive turbulence conditions were also considered.
Control Laws Performance Analysis
The nominal and upset condition performance of the L1 based adaptive ENLDI trajectory tracking algorithm was compared with the performance of a fixed-parameter ENLDI controller. Similarly the L1 based adaptive position PID trajectory tracking algorithm was compared with the performance of a fixed-parameter position PID controller. For this analysis, several different factors were considered. The performance of the controllers was evaluated using four different trajectories of varying complexity. For each of these trajectories, a nominal test was conducted, as well as stuck surface failures on one of the stabilators, ailerons, or rudders. For the stuck surface failures, a given surface was locked at the specified deflection 5 seconds after the beginning of the test. In addition to stuck surface failures, turbulence conditions were also evaluated. The turbulence was modeled using the Dryden turbulence model (Anon., 1990) . The level of turbulence severity is defined by the standard deviation of the wind velocity components. The performance of the controllers was evaluated at three different levels of severity for each of the abnormal conditions, as presented in Table 1 . The analysis performed in this paper resulted in a large amount of data. These data were condensed using the performance indices described above in Section 5. Once all data were collected, they were normalized and the performance indices were computed as described above using the normalization cut-off values and desirability weights provided in Table 2. Tables 3 and 4 provide example performance statistics as calculated from the previously described methods for the Figure-8 trajectory. The full data for all four trajectories are omitted here for brevity. Table 2 . Performance Index Weights and Normalization Cut-Offs A global performance index was created for each of the trials. In order to evaluate a trajectory tracking algorithm's performance for a given trajectory, all thirteen trials were averaged together. The resulting global performance indices for these trials are presented in Fig 13. For each scenario, it can be seen that the L1 adaptive PPID algorithm performs better than the fixed PPID algorithm and the L1-based adaptive ENLDI controller is better than the fixed-parameter ENLDI algorithm for all four trajectories.
Qualitatively, based on the number, magnitude, and duration of non-straight-line maneuvers, the simplest to most complex trajectories are the oval, obstacle avoidance, figure-8, then the 3D s-turns, respectively. As seen in Table 5 , the L1 adaptive Position PID exhibited a significant improvement over the fixed Position PID. Similarly in Table 6 the adaptive ENLDI algorithm exhibited a slight improvement over the fixed parameter ENLDI for all trajectories.
The performance indices for the two algorithms were compared for different failure conditions as well. In Fig 14. , the performances of the controllers under the various abnormal conditions are compared. For this analysis, the performance indices of the most severe level of a given abnormal condition class were averaged for each of the four trajectories. From this figure, it can be seen that the adaptive position PID is significantly better than the fixed Position PID for the stuck aileron and rudder. The adaptive ENLDI controller exhibited significantly more fault-tolerance than the fixedparameter ENLDI controller for stabilator and aileron stuck surface failures. The adaptive ENLDI controller also performed slightly better in the presence of stuck rudder and a bit less in the atmospheric turbulence abnormal conditions. Hever Moncayo, Kiruthika Krishnamoorty, Brenton Wilburn, Jennifer Wilburn, Mario G. Perhinschi, and Brendon Lyons/ Journal of Modeling, Simulation, Identification, and Control (2013) Vol. 1 No. 4 pp. 137-163 158 
Conclusions
An L1-based adaptive mechanism has been implemented to enhance the fault-tolerant capabilities of baseline UAV trajectory tracking controllers with different levels of complexity. An extensive analysis at normal and abnormal flight conditions has demonstrated the potential benefits of the proposed architecture.
The L1-augmentation of the lower complexity control laws (PPID) achieves a significant improvement over the baseline linear control design for all trajectories and failures studied. These results are expected since the linear non-adaptive controller does not present significant fault tolerance characteristics and barely maintains the aircraft flying, introducing oscillations along with a poor trajectory tracking performance.
The L1-augmentation of the more complex control laws (ENLDI) achieves a slight improvement with respect to the non-adaptive version. However, this can become critical for severe case failures. For example, in a nominal condition, the impact of L1 adaptive control augmentation is not evident, but it becomes visible when a failure is presented in the system. It should be noted that the ENLDI baseline controller alone already provides a significant fault tolerance performance for all flight conditions studied. The WVU UAV simulation environment used in this analysis has proved to represent a valuable tool for the implementation and analysis of different flight conditions including nominal and abnormal Hever Moncayo, Kiruthika Krishnamoorty, Brenton Wilburn, Jennifer Wilburn, Mario G. Perhinschi, and Brendon Lyons/ Journal of Modeling, Simulation, Identification, and Control (2013) Vol. 1 No. 4 pp. 137-163 162 situations. This along with the set of comprehensive metrics for performance evaluation of autonomous flight control laws presented in this paper have the capability to facilitate a comprehensive and multi-criterial analysis.
